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Internal vs external histories



I    Relativity and the universe (1917-)

The static Einstein World 

The de Sitter universe

II   The expanding universe (1930-)

The recession of the galaxies

Expanding cosmologies in relativity

The big bang model

III  Corroborating evidence

The distribution of the galaxies (1963-)

The cosmic microwave background (1965-)

An ‘internal’ history of modern cosmology

An interplay of theory and experiment - external considerations?



I  The Einstein World: social context

Appointed to Berlin Chair

Arrives April 1914 

Family leave Berlin, June 1914

World War I (1914-18)

Living alone, food shortages

Dietary problems, illness

‘Second miraculous period’

Field equations of GR (1915)

Exposition, solutions and predictions (1916)

First relativistic model of the cosmos (1917)

Papers on quantum theory, unified field theory

Social context: core or incidental?

Sheila Jasanoff

The co-production of knowledge



The Einstein World: scientific context

A natural progression

Ultimate test for new theory of gravitation

Assumption 1: static universe

Uniform distribution of matter

Assumption 2: closed spatial curvature

To conform with Mach’s principle

Price: new term required in field equations

The cosmological constant

Social context incidental?



The de Sitter debate

Alternative cosmic solution (1917) 
Empty universe 

Curvature of space determined by λ

Einstein’s reaction
Dismay; conflict with Mach’s principle 

Interest from astronomers
Prediction of redshifts

The Einstein-deSitter-Weyl-Klein debate

Social context: profile of researchers, institutions?

‘No, Clarice, that is incidental’

Mathematical confusion

Static or non-static, singularities?

Willem de Sitter



II   The expanding universe

Hubble’s law (1929)

A linear redshift/distance relation for the nebulae

Evidence of cosmic expansion?

RAS meeting (1930): Eddington, de Sitter 

Friedman-Lemaître models circulated

Expanding models suggested in the 1920s

Edwin  Hubble

Social context: why overlook F-L models until now?

Low profile of researchers?

Absence of observational support

Mathematical confusion 



The big bang model 

Lemaître 1931: expanding U smaller in the past

Extremely dense, extremely hot

Expanding and cooling ever since

‘Fireworks beginning’ at R = 0?

Not accepted by community (1930-1965)

Fr Georges Lemaître

Social context: why not accepted?

Later called   ‘The big bang’

Low profile of researcher?

Extrapolation physics

Singularity problem, timescale problem



The steady-state universe (1948)

Expanding but unchanging universe

No beginning, no age paradox

Requires continuous creation of matter

A long debate

The steady-staters vs the big bangers

Radio-astronomy program (Ryle)

Bondi, Gold and Hoyle

Social context: why did Hoyle lose debate?

Maverick  – ‘communist’ atheist vs religious conservatives? 

Evidence: distribution of galaxies over the epochs

cosmic microwave background

Martin Ryle



III  Cosmic microwave background 

Ubiquitous radio signal (1965)

Low frequency (microwave)

Low temperature  (3K)

Echo of Big Bang!

Co-production: unexpected?

Penzias and Wilson  (1965)



Nucleosynthesis and the big bang (1940s) 

How were the chemical elements formed?

Problems with stellar nucleosynthesis

Elements formed in the infant hot universe?

Theory predicts observed abundances of H and He

Extra prediction

Background radiation from young, hot universe

Effectively ignored

Georges Gamow 

Social history: why ignored?

Maverick Russian emigré?

Analysis of heavier elements incorrect

Background radiation assumed undetectable



The big bang model today

1. The expansion of the U
Predicted and observed 

2. The distribution of the galaxies 
Predicted and observed

3. The abundance of H and He

Predicted and observed

4. The cosmic microwave background

Predicted and observed

Dominant ‘paradigm’ – not complete!!



Conclusions

Internal vs external histories of cosmology

A simple story of scientific discovery?
Interplay between theory and experiment

Social considerations important?

Sometimes incidental

‘Sometimes science is the context’ (Chang)

Major breakthroughs in story all scientific in nature

Beware of science history without science

‘Black-boxing’ the science (Laudan)

Paul Forman, Ian Pickering, Harry Collins

Hasok Chang



Coda:  Relativity and social context 

The special theory of relativity (1900-1905)

Failure of classical electrodynamics       

Failure to detect motion of earth relative to ether

Environment (patent office)

Einstein isolated from mainstream

The general theory of relativity (1907-1915)

Extending SR to include acceleration, gravity

Logical progression

Not dependent on institution

Co-production: not always true?





Steady-state vs big bang (1950-70) 

Optical astronomy (1950s)

Revised distances to the nebulae (Baade, Sandage)

New timescale of expansion

Radio-astronomy (1960s)

Galaxy distributions at different epochs

Cambridge  3C Survey (Ryle)

Nucleosynthesis of light elements

Gamow et al. 1948

Cosmic microwave background (1965)

Low temperature, low frequency

Remnant of young, hot universe Martin Ryle

Allen Sandage



Einstein vs Friedman

Alexander Friedman (1922)

Allow time-varying solutions for the cosmos

Expanding or contracting universe

Evolving universe

Time-varying density of matter 

Positive or negative spatial curvature 

Depends on matter Ω =d/dc

Einstein’s reaction

Declared solution invalid  (1922)

Retracted one year later (1923)

Hypothetical (unrealistic) solution

Alexander Friedman

(1888 -1925)

“To this a physical reality can hardly be ascribed”



Einstein vs Lemaître

Georges Lemaître (1927)

Allow time-varying solutions (expansion)

Retain cosmic constant

Inspired by astronomical observation

Redshifts of the nebulae (Slipher)

Extra-galactic nature of the nebulae (Hubble)

Expansion from static Einstein World 
Instability (implicit)

Einstein’s reaction

Expanding models “abominable” (conversation)

Georges Lemaître

(1894-1966) 

Einstein not au fait with astronomy?



Einstein-de Sitter model (1932)

Curvature not a given in dynamic models

Not observed empirically

Remove spatial curvature (Occam’s razor)

Simplest Friedman model

Time-varying universe with λ = 0, k = 0

Important hypothetical case: critical universe

Critical density : ρ =10-28 g/cm3

Becomes standard model 

Despite high density of matter

Despite age problem 

Time evolution not considered in paper – see title



Cosmology already in GR!

The general principle of relativity (1907-)
Relativity and accelerated motion 

The principle of equivalence

Equivalence of gravity and acceleration

The principle of Mach

Relativity of inertia 

Structure of space determined by matter

Model of cosmos was always going to be the next step 

Note: introduction of cc to GFE 

Einstein:  GR  =  ‘principle-led’ theory



Models of the expanding universe (1930-32) 

Expanding models

▪ Eddington (1930, 31)

On the instability of the Einstein universe

Expansion caused by condensation? 

▪ Tolman (1930, 31) 

On the behaviour of non-static models 

Expansion caused by annihilation of matter ?

▪ de Sitter (1930, 31)
Further remarks on the expanding universe 

Expanding universes of every flavour

▪ Einstein (1931, 32)

Friedman-Einstein model   k =1,  λ = 0

Einstein-de Sitter model     k = 0,  λ = 0


